The Nine Perfections
Over the last several years Feng Shui, the art of placement or what Taoist
tradition calls the pattern of wind and water has gained great popularity
in the West. The beginning of this form of Ancient Shamanism dates around
2,200 B.C. It’s Hindu cousin, Vastu is based on sacred texts known as
Shastras, and describe the four elements of: earth (Bhumi); water (Jal);
light or fire (Agni); air (Vayu) and undifferentiated space (Akasha).
Understanding and mastering the movement of these forces was an important
aspect of the role of ancient leaders and early Chinese Shaman-Kings. Eva
Wong writes of this remarkable history in her book, Feng Shui, The Ancient
Wisdom Of Harmonious Living For Modern Times, “The ancient shamankings’ mastery of the elements can also be attributed to their knowledge of
landforms and weather. Fog, cloud, mist, and rain are associated with certain
geographical features, and the king was expected to lead his tribe safely
through treacherous terrain.”
These remarkable systems track energy movement on Mother Earth and when
we honor and balance these forces in our homes and businesses the science of
the five elements (known as earth, water, fire, air and metal in the Chinese
system) produce nourishment, blessings and balance in our lives. In this
time of Great Change comprehension of the primal forces of life and nature
initiates our consciousness to a spacious spectrum of the unseen order, and
prepares one for Unana, unity consciousness and the birth of the fourth and
fifth dimensions.
“We live in an amazing matrix of forces,” writes William Levacy in Beneath
A Vedic Sky, “Many of which the Vedic literature hints at, but Western
science has yet to discover or understand. It’s easy to see that if we are
in proper alignment with these forces, much like being oriented correctly
with a river’s current, we will benefit. If we are misaligned and out of
phase with the solar and geomagnetic forces, we can imagine and experience
how dysfunctional and arrhythmic our life has become.”
The principle of sattva in Hindu means pure and unadulterated. The Buddhist
principle of sattva, once explained by Kuan Yin means harmonious response
to vibration or rhythm. There is a perfected outcome in understanding and
applying this profound knowledge.

One basis of Feng Shui or Vastu relies on the geometric language contained
withing the pa-kua (also called bagua) and its nine directions. The Master
Teachers refer to this as the eight-sided cell of perfection and the nine-directions
as the Nine Perfections. In Feng Shui the pa-kua contains nine palaces. In
Vastu, energy divides into eight directions and the center is Brahma, Lord Of
Creation.
According to the Master Teachers, the eight-sided cell of perfection resides
within us at a cellular and metaphoric, spiritual level. This perfect cell
guides the awakening process and directs our consciousness and spiritual
growth and development.
Here are descriptions of the Nine Perfections. You may quickly identify
certain areas of your life that are not working as well as you’d like and
may find some parallels existing within the interior spaces of your home.
This same system also works as a greater microcosm, and overlays every
Golden City Vortex. Displaying the shamanic energy flow of each Ascended
Master’s Golden City Vortex, this system maps the lei-lines and meridians,
defining each palace of perfected energy.
First Perfection: Temple Of Being. Direction: Center. Colors: Green,
White. Spiritual fire, heart and health.
Second Perfection: Divine Purpose. Direction: South. Colors: Brown,
Red, Gold. Self-expression.
Third Perfection: Marriage. Direction: Southeast. Colors: Olive, Pink,
Platinum. Sharing and mate.
Fourth Perfection: Family. Direction: Southwest. Colors: Sage, Ruby,
Diamond. The World in Cosmic Motion.
Fifth Perfection: Children. Direction: East. Colors: Aqua, Blue, Indigo.
Generation through nature.
Sixth Perfection: Spirit Guides. Direction: Northeast. Colors: Aqua
Green, Light Blue, Purple. Spiritual teachers.
Seventh Perfection: Abundance. Direction: North. Colors: Green, Sky
Blue, Black. Money and Growth.
Eighth Perfection: Career. Direction: Northwest. Colors: Grey, Turquoise,
Navy Blue. The World (Illusion).

Ninth Perfection: Star Of Knowledge. Direction: West. Colors: Spring
Green, Sunshine Yellow and Gold-White. Choice.
Alongside the system of the Nine Perfections, the Master Teachers map subtle
energy changes within each doorway of a Golden City Vortex.
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